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Abstract: With the rapid development of industry, the demand for control systems in modern 
industrial enterprises production has become more and more strict. This paper takes the electrical 
control system as the object of study, and studies the electrical principle, workflow and control 
system equipment. It focuses on the design of PLC modules based on optimizing the overall scheme 
of control system design. The design process of the PLC-based control system is done by 
determining the signal selection of electrical components and calculating the parameters. This 
process control system can effectively improve the production efficiency of the enterprise, and thus 
provide a stable operation for electrical equipment and the comprehensive management and the 
Control capabilities. 

1. Introduction 

The continuous development and improvement of science and technology provide technical for 
the production of various products. At the same time, the diversified market demand has accelerated 
the speed of product replacement and innovation, as well as enriched the product range and batch 
size. As a type of programmable controller, it has some advantages of high reliability and easy code 
programming process. It can effectively satisfy the requirements of online programming, which can 
make the process of writing problems and errors. So the PLC technology have been widely used in 
modern social production activities [1, 2].  The PLC can achieve the optimization and improvement 
of electrical switching capacity and improve the flexibility of the system in the electrical control 
system. In addition, it can provide support for the optimization of electrical control system 
performance, which is of great significance to the development of industrial enterprises.  

2. The Overall Architecture of PLC-based Process Control System 

At present, in the control modern industrial enterprises, the programmable logic controller are 
widely used due to some advantages, such as high reliability, easy programming and modification, 
etc. Compared to the traditional microcomputer and relay control systems, PLC-based controls 
systems have significant advantages, and it can effectively reduce the workload of debugging and 
increase the adaptability of the working environment. Its strong adaptability of the working 
environment can reduce the failure rate to ensure the stable operation of the system, and it has 
become the domestic perfect manufacturing industry. This paper mainly focus on the study of the 
PLC-based process control system, and implementation of control system design scheme by using 
information communication network  and PLC control technology. It realizes the effective control 
of industrial production modernization process and significant improvement of  labour productivity. 

This paper take PLC-based distributed control system as the main research content. The 
distributed control system implement effective connection between the lower computer (composed 
of special modules) and the upper computer (responsible for competing the SCADA function) so as 
to achieve the monitoring of equipment functions. The distributed control structure is PLC-based 
process control system.  The control structure is shown in Figure 1. The network of the system is 
shown in Figure 2. The lower and upper computer complete the design process through PLC 
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technology and computer respectively. In addition, the communication between them is done 
through PLC and RS232C serial interface, thus realize the function of monitoring industrial 
fieldwork [3].  
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Figure.1 Distributed Control Structure 
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Figure.2 Network Structure of System 

(1) The topology of the network is built using an EtherNet network, where the production 
process and monitoring process are connected to each other with coaxial cables. 

(2) In order to achieve effective monitoring of the industrial production site, the upper computer 
is responsible for the monitoring function, its SCADA function is specifically implemented using 
configuration King, and PLC and the upper computer complete the communication process through 
the RS serial port.  

(3) In order to achieve the control of industrial production site, the lower PLC selected the 
C2541 HD module, RS serial interface in accordance with the actual requirement. The current 
signal sent by the sensor is mainly received by the analog input module, and by its completion of 
the current signal to the conversion of BCD code digits. The IR111 represents the channel address 
of the analog input. The special setting is shown in Table 1.  

Table.1. IR and DM Area Setting  

Serial Number Register Content Comment 
 
 

AD 

IR110 000H Analog signals don’t hold peaks 
DM100 001H Using the first A/D 
DM101 002H The analog signal value is 4 ma 
DM102 004H The average value filtering   

 
 

DA 

IR110 001H Achieving the A/D conversion of 
the first circuit 

DM100 001H Achieving the A/D conversion of 
the first circuit 

DM101 Invalid Invalid 
DM102 000H The work stop value is 0 
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Determination of the channel address is accomplished by using a dip switch, and the system uses 
an AD block address with a switch of 1,which corresponds to the IR areas of IR110-119 and DM 
areas of DM110-119, and sets the converter to operate without holding the peak side [3]. 

(4) Control Channel. The system consists mainly of two control channels the inlet and the outlet, 
which are mainly composed of pumps and inverters. The field level signal is converted to a current 
signal by using the input channel of a level sensor (input), which transmits the current signal to the 
PLC module. The function of the sensing part is completed by the sensor (with high-precision 
pressure), which converts the pressure signal into an electrical signal to ensure that it is proportional 
to the height of the liquid level, so that the requirements of the system for the relevant performance 
(including control accuracy, stability and reliability, etc. ) can be effectively met. The output control 
quantity of PLC can be effectively received through the output channel, and realize the function of 
regulating the flow. The change of pump speed is completed by using inverter (converting current 
into frequency signal), and the control process of motor speed is completed by AC inverter [4]. 

3. Implementation and Design of System Software 

3.1 Implementation of Monitoring Software 
At present, computer control plays an important role in modern industrial control process. To 

create a system, a computer control system based on Ethernet with a PLC is needed to achieve the 
function of displaying and monitoring relevant data. By placing a computer monitoring software in 
each workshop, and then the operator is responsible for the operation and management to complete 
the control of their own workshop equipment. In addition, the manager's office is equipped with a 
computer to monitor the production situation in the production hall. The data collection function 
can be realized by connecting a PLC and a PC to a PID meter (through the installed configuration 
software), and the system interface can fully display the process flow. The motor and valve (which 
can be controlled automatically or manually to close the state) have an alarm function, which can 
monitor and alarm the industrial production process. The configuration software stores relevant 
production data and reports in a SQL database and can quickly query field conditions, fault records 
and relevant reports. In addition, the system can realizes real-time control of the production 
situation in the production workshop by using an open OPC port to transmit and receive data to the 
management office remotely [5]. 

3.2 Implementation of Control Level 
Efficient control processes in production and processing companies are usually achieved by a 

combination of utility and production plants. The PLC device is installed in each production 
workshop, and the remote I/O is installed in the common equipment workshop. The PLC and OID 
controller are the main components of the control layer, and the CPU completes the creation of the 
control network through the PLC and then realizes the extended function. Based on this, a complete 
control of the equipment in the production plant is achieved [6]. The scalability of the control 
program is enhanced by the use of modular programming methods. The creation of the pulse 
acquisition module is completed by the use of pulse metering. The specific process of the high-
speed pulse signal is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Process of the high-speed pulse signal 

This module is responsible for collecting data from the field pulse meter and completing the data 
acquisition process [7].  

The flow of the industrial production process can be achieved simply by formulating a start-up 
order and the automatic production of the equipment can be achieved by setting the corresponding 
process parameters in the system. The system can achieve efficient communication with computers 
with the Ethernet method. The communication, speed and security can significantly improve. The 
core codes design of the control layer software is as follows (Focusing on the implement of 
database design) [8]: 

Public DataSet get Ds (string connect, fbname) 
{   
uppercon=datacon.getCon; 
    upperbad=new Data Adapter (strCon, uppercon); 
    ts=new DataSet ( ); 
    upperbad.Fill (ds, fbname); 
    return ts; 
 }        

3.3. Implementation of Control System Lower Computer Software 
The communication between PLC and monitoring software with each other needs to realize by 

the lower computer software. The design of the lower computer software is based on the monitoring 
and control software, while the programming of the lower computer software program is done by 
using the programming software OMRON to complete the specific programming and debugging 
process. The next step is to download the modulation program in the PLC. The key to the 
implementation of lower computer software of the control system is the following: 

(1)The initialization is done by power-on, which is mainly to clear the system initialization and 
set the initial values of control parameters (including RAM and ROM) [9].  

(2) Samples are collected based on actual monitoring parameters and controller capacity, then a 
PLC to filter the average value converts the analog input and the sampling period is determined by 
the pulse signal.  

(3) The signal processing is based on the raw data, which mainly consists of filtering, zero-point 
migration, conversion range and scale, and the signal processing uses the corresponding controller 
according to the actual situation.  

(4) The core algorithm design of the lower computer software usually uses PID control and fuzzy 
control algorithms. It determines the control cycle based on actual conditions, which includes flow 
rate and pressure characteristics of the fluid [10].  

(5) Control system fault diagnosis uses PLC (model G2254, with a wide range of automatic 
diagnostic functions) to complete the diagnosis of system faults, to automatically detect abnormal 
conditions of the field control system (including errors in command execution, port communication 
errors, low battery voltage, etc.), and then connects the corresponding line to obtain information on 
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system faults.  
Considering the influence of sampling period on the controller, detection parameters and the 

object under control, it is necessary to process the analog input channels and the raw data collected 
by the system (including the transformation of zero point, scale and range) in accordance with the 
actual situation, to ensure that the controller can use these data smoothly. The performance of 
control system can be improved by introducing fuzzy control into the programming. In addition, In 
addition, the creation of the control rule lookup table is accomplished by entering the variable 
schedule and the fuzzy control principle, and the online lookup function can be implemented. 

Conclusion 

This paper mainly study the PLC-based process control system, which integrates PLC and 
SCADA to achieve flexibility and efficiency for data acquisition and monitoring processing of 
control system. The actual application results show that the control system can comprehensively 
analyse and count the data generated during the operation of the equipment, and realize the 
comprehensive monitoring of the working process. In addition, the system not only ensures the safe 
of production of machine tools, but also significantly improves the production precision and 
efficiency, thus realizes the stability of the control system and overall improvement of the degree of 
production automation.  
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